We have studied the lightest masses in the fermionic sector of an anomalous U (1) ′ extension of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) inspired by brane constructions. The LSP of this model is an XWIMP (extremely weak interaction particle). We have studied its relic density in the cases in which there is mixing with the neutralinos of the MSSM and in the case in which there is not such mixing. We have showed that this extended model can satisfy the WMAP data. To perform this calculation we have modified the DarkSUSY package.
LSPs is too weak to give the right relic abundance. This 29 is why one has to resort to coannihilations with NLSPs.
30
In our case, the cross section for the annihilations of the 31 LSP with the NLSP and that for the coannihilations of 
54
In the subsequent sections we will describe the results for 55 the relic density in both cases. We have obtained that 2 (entering the lagrangian) with the assigment: 
(1)
The mass of the extra boson is parametrized by 
The parameters b The neutral mixing matrix is:
Defining an ≡ g 0 Q Hu
we have at tree level:
. g 1 , g 2 are the couplings of the SM electro-weak SU (2) × U (1) group. The structure of this matrix leaves the electromagnetic sector and the related quantum numbers unchanged with respect to the MSSM ones. We can see from eq. (8) that the case of mixing between the anomalous sector and the MSSM sector is that in which an = 0, while the case of no mixing is that in which an = 0. From the definition of an it's clear that an = 0 ⇔ Q Hu = 0. Last, we remember [6, 8] the general form of the neutralinos mass matrix at tree level:
where M S and M 0 are the soft masses of the stückelino 
Boltzmann Equation and coannihilations

87
The relic density of a certain particle is given by the Boltzmann Equation (BE) [17] :
σ ij is the annihilation cross section:
v ij is the absolute value of relative velocity between i-th 89 and j-th particle, defined by: 
where Q = n for the case N = 3 is:
with 
Numerical computations and results
124
To perform a numerical analysis on the extended model and interactions introduced by the anomalous extension.
127
The free parameters that we use in our numerical simula- 
152
The results of the relic density calculations are showed in to collect data in the mass gap ranges 0 ÷ 5%, 5 ÷ 10%.
165
In each case we have started our study scanning the pa- For simplicity we will refer to these regions as "5% region
181
"and "10% region"respectively. We have also checked that in each region we have studied We have verified that the relic density is strongly depen- • Inside the thick lines we have the region in which 
267
We have studied separately the case in which there is mix- 
